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Introduction
The main object of the present work on "Video-Ampli-
fiers" is to collect the data on the subject matter available
at the present time and to present it in a compact form, So,
data is collected from various journals and text books and
an attempt is made to compile this data in a logical and in-
structive manner.
arr,pil^C04it,r, ol' video us\
The theme is the process of^reproduction of pictures
in television system. In chapter II a short outline of the
working of a television system is presented. Emphasis is
pl8.ced on the production of video signal (the picture signal)
and the construction and working of elements that go towards
it. In chapters III and IV the video signal
,
(camera signal
plus blanking and sync, pulsesj) is discussed and relative func-|
tions of p.C. and A.G. components of the camera signal are
clearly pointed out.
In the case of television at work, generally some stan-
dard waveforms are used for comparison purposes. In order to
clarify xhe uxilization of these standard waveforms, for wave-
form distortion purposes, they a re analysed briefly. At the
same time, the most useful response analysis (transient re-
sponse analysis) is discussed, -i-t is found tobe useful in
comparing all possible, periodic or non-periodic, output wave-
forms of the television s^/stem.
In the next three chapters, the problem of video
^plification is considered. As will be seen from the discussion
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a problem of video amplification is divided into two steps,
H.P. and L.P. considerations. So the first two chapters, deal
with the H.P. and L.P. considerations separately. In these
chapters, the elements that disturb the response at the frequeri)-
cies under consideration, and the circuits that improve the re-1
sponse, are discussed. In the last chapter, the two, H.P. and
L.P. considerations are considered together and discussed. The
effect of combining the H.P. and L.P. compensation in arbitrary
fashion, is brought out clearly and the effective coupling is
pointed out. A typical video amplifier stage with all compen-
sation circuits applied, is diagramatized with all the require-j
ments such as tubes, elements, and their suggested values
listed in the final chapter on Pindings and Conclusions.
The field of video amplification is a vast one and
more possibilities are being discovered daily. Consequently,
this paper can only hope to skim the surface of the tremendous
proportions of a video amplifier, its actual design and functicjh-
ing.
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"The Television & Its Working"
Television is a system which produces moving visual images
by the transmission of electrical Impulses <»These electrical imp-
ulses produced by the scanning process and sent over the communif
cation channel to the receiver tube are called video impulses or
signalo (Video meaning "I see"). This video signal band v/hich en-
ables the reproduction of a pictune has a range from 60c*p.s, to
4m,Cop.SoThe reproduction improves in detail as the upper limit
of the band width is extendedoThis will be seen from the analysij^
of the video-signal
o
A television set consists mainly of a transmission unit,
a communication channel and a receiver set, The transmission unit
consists of a sound system and a picture transmitter , Both of then
subunits of the transmission unit are separated from eachother,
Even then common antennae may be employed for the two subunits a
the transmitter .( so also at the receiver .Besides a common r-f-
ampllfier and i-st detector may be used in the receiver.)
A picture transmitter consists of a camera tube with its
synchronization circuits to generate the video signal, video ampl
fiers,r-f-amplifiers,a modulator ,TJ. H.P. carrier source and a radijj#
ator, While the receiver set kconsists of an nf ,amplif ier or detect
tor, video- amplifiers
,
picture tube ( Kinescope as it is popularly
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2The block diagram of the complete television system j s
shov.Ti in figure I
Index to Figure I
1) Lens portbnof "camera”
2 ) Line amplifier
3) Modulating amplifier
4) Modulated r «f , amplifier
5) Picture transmitting antennae
60) R.F. carrier source
7) Scanning & sync .auxiliaries
8) Monitor amplifier





13) Modulating r.f. amplifier
14) Sound transmitting antenna
15) R.F. carrier source
16) Monitor amplfler
17) Monitor loud speaker
18) Picture sound receiving antenna








The elements of the television transmitter that go t >
irards the production of video signal are:
i) the camera with its accessories to produce the
mere signal
il) the synchronization signal generator to supply
sync & blanking pulses
iil) the control amplifier that combines the camera







The main constituents of a camera tube are the camera lens
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tive plate, and a pre-amplifier, the pre-amplifier raises the
camera signal level to about 0*1 volt peak-to-peak thereby its
transmission over the cable can b e carried out without inter-
ference. (!Chis pre-amplifier has a gain of about 1,000 with
low output impedance.) Besides this, there are one or more
scanning generators or amplifiers, •‘he camera signal is then,
fed to the monitoring amplifier which raises part of it to the
monitoring level and a part of it is raised to the level just
sufficient to supply the signal to the co-axial cable connect-
ing the monitor to the transmitter, •‘he other part is sup-
plied to the modulating amplifier and is raised to such a leve
that it can be used to modulate the transmitter.
Classification of present day camera tubes;
1) Iconoscope
2) Image Orthicon
3) Imag'e Iconoscope (Iconotron or Superemitron)
4) Image dissector
the first three tubes work on the principle of the storage,
the effect of the incident light being stored as a charge.
'^‘he luminous sensitivity of the storage-type devices is 10,000
to lOOpOO times that of the instantaneous type devices, depen-
ding upon the storage and photo-electric efficiencies and the
number of picture elements produced.
Among the storage type tubes, Iconoscope is the most
widely used although the image - Orth higher sensitivity
end on the whole is a better cajnera tube, -^ts working and
construction is more or less identical to that of the Iconos-
cope. •‘•he image dissector •tube belongs to the instantaneous
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4ning. It is generally used in televising motion picture film
where the light source is brilliant and highly concentrated.
Here, Iconoscope will be discussed in detail.
Iconoscope - its Construction and Function
The mosaic consists of a mica-sheet coated with
photo-sensitized silver on one side and the reverse side is of
graphite. The image is focussed on the mosaic so some elec-
trons are released from it. The mosaic is, therefore,
.posi^
tively charged; the charge-distribution at a point corresponds
to the distribution of light in the image. As the silver
globules are insulated from one another, the charge-redistribu-fj*
tion is prevented. So the charge increases in magnitude as
long as light strikes the mosaic.
%e beam from the electron gun scans the mosaic
producing secondary electrons. Some of these secondaries go
back to the mosaic while the others are collected by the col-
lector electrode as shown. So a current is generated in the
associated circuit and it is a function of the brightness of
the points that are scanned. (This secondary emission is smal!
for brightly illuminated portion of the mosaic and vice-versa)
As is clear from the diagram, the series circuit
through which a current passes, consists of an ohmic resistor
of the secondary emission path, the coupling resistor and the
capacitance between the graphite side of the mosaic and the gr^p
of silver globules under the scanning spot. The D.C. componentt
of this current is not passed through this capacity therefore,
the output is mainly the A.C. component of the camera signal.
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5In practice D.G. is generally Introduced from a manually operatec
device or a photo tube in series with the camera output,
some of the secondaries that go back to the mosaic affect tlj
charge distribution df this charge is scanned a spurious signal,
knovm as "Dark Spot Signal", is produced, This signal produces une'y
enness in the background shading of the reproduction, so it needs
eliminationoSo a shading correction generator is used, Besides thl
"Key Stone" effect is also a serious factor in the case of Icono-
scope, It is due the angle of the beam with the plate ,(10 Image Or
bhicon the low velocity electrons used ,eleminate the"DarV ^j^ot
out more than those in the t
Signal".) (It is that in which lower line picture elements are sprj
The sensitivity of present day Iconoscopes under optimuir
ffjpline
ead A
conditions varies from Im,v, per sq.cm. Illumination of the m.osal
a.t low illumlnatiom to 0<,25m,v,at high illumination.
(Image Orthlcon sensitivity n 2m. v. per mill i-lumea per sq.qtn.
Dn the mosaic, ( Theoretical sensitivity lOm.v,))
The relation between the input and output illumination dtf
the Iconoscope camera tubes is represented by:
r
Bq where B^^inp-gt illumination
B^-putput illumination
k r scale relation betv/een input & output
r r the exponent , describing the character is ti
curvature
(For Image Orthicon r - I)
(The keystone effect is corrected by the use of a horizontal sca-
nning generator producing a larger deflecting force at the base
than at the top of the picture.)
Pr erAmpl if ier.;
In the first stage of the pre-amplifler
,
an effective
coupling resistance of 300, OOCA with a shunt capacity of ^uuf
gives the required high signal to noise ratio. ®his
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combination has a very poor H.P, response, so to correct this,
a bifiliar winding L2 is included in the third stage, the
Sedges
second and third ^are video amplifiers, with a flat response
to 5 m.c.p.s. ^he output is a cathode coupled stage with
low impedance enabling it to be matched with the coaxial cable
used to join the pre-amplifier to the control amplifier.
The Synchronization Signal Generator:
it has three units for three distinct performances
i) the timing unit
ii) the horizontal shaping unit
iii) the vertical shaping unit
The sync, pulses that are applied to the camera sig-
nal need to be shaped and timed properly in order that the re-
production be perfect. The timing of the sync, pulses is
handled by the timing unit while the shaping is undertaken by
the vertical and horizontal shaping units. The output of the
timing unit consists of two distinct pulses, one at 60 c.p.s.
and the other at c.p.s. (R.M.A. video signal.) These
two pulses are made synchronous with each other and with the
power system frequency by the process of frequency multiplica-
tion and division.
The 15^750 c.p.s. timed pulses are supplied to the
horizontal shaping unit, which divides it into several wafeforms
as required for the R.M.A. standard signal. This horizontal
shaping unit consists of three chains of tubes, each producing
sync-pulses of different frequencies, '-^‘he upper chain produces
sync-pulses at ig|75cy c.p.s. while the remaining two chains
produce sync-pulses at 3l,5(50; c.p.s. continuously. The succes-
tOF/s.'i'yo ci ryj , Tooq T?;iev- uxiii ..JQj:^^^JTidmoo
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Jsive tubes in the chains are used to shape the pulses and to
obtain the required steepness. These three pulses from three
chains are interspersed and after being amplified by the re-
maining stages of the unit are fed to the mixing amplifier.
I’he other output of the timing unit is fed to the
vertical shaping unit, which produces keying signals at 60c.p.^.
Besides the keying signals
,
two types of blanking signals s.re
obtained fro/n this unit, during the retrace period.
Two types oi ulanKing bignais:
i; c/ne lor cumposioe viueo-sxgnal-horizontal and vertical
waves at 15 , ’^'50 c.p.s.
ii) Second for the control of the scanning beam in the camera
tube - vettical and horizontal waves at 60c.p.s.
The keyingf signals produced by the vertical shaping
unit are supplied to the screen grids of the keying tubes in
the horizontal shaping units. Thus the passage of the horizon-
tal sync pulses is controlled.
Mi>iing Amplifier;
All the pulses - camera pulses, sync, pulses, both ver-
tical and horizontal
,
and blanking signals - are supplied to
the input terminals of this amplifier. The camera and blankirjlg
signals are mixed first by means of two amplifiers, feeding
a common load-resistor across which sync, pulses are applied.
The D.C. component of the video signal so formed, is control-
led by the voltage on the blanking signal tube.
j
The combination of the sync, pulses ^applied to a com-
mon load resistor mentioned above, and the first two pulses.
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is carried in two stages ,with a common load resistor «If the bias aco
across these tubes of these stages is maintain-ed at aproper va-
lue, the 75to25^ relationship between the camera & sjrtc »pulses
’
amplitudes required by the std. video ^ signal, is obtained.
Shade Correction Generator;
This produces pulses at 60c .psS&Ib, 750c
.p . s .These pulses
are synchronous with the scannimg motion & have cotrolled amplj
tudes,pV»ses and polarities , These pulses are supplied to the pre-





The function of ther .f, amplifier is threefold .It ^pr6duc^s
greater am.pl ific at ion of the signal in a portion of the set v/her
the signalls at its lowest value. (This extra amplification is a
deciding factoi in the noisy locations, )Secondly it provides gr^
ater discrimination against signals Inthe adjacent bands,par ticdlarly
applicable for image frequencies .Finally a properly designed R.p
stage eliminates any interference that may be in the tubes themd|elves
.
Theseinternal disturbances appear as white spots
,
in a televisio||i o:
system, if the r .f .amplifier is absent.
A typical television r , f .amplifier is shown in the dial^am
Communication Channel:
The video signal from the mixing amplifier is carried
along the communication channel to the receiver tube, In the momm
unication chaimel to the receiver tube, In the (Communication chaniel
it is amplified & modulated to satisfy the req-uirements .The charnel
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This re-amplified and modulated video signal is sup-
plied to the receiver tube scanning spot which traverses the
screen in a manner synchronous to that of spot at the transmit-
ting end. The structure of a typical receiver tube
,
kinescope,
is shown in the diagram.
The picture tubes of the receiver are classified into
three categories, depending upon:
a) the type of focusing - electromagnetic - used in
the electron gun,
b) the type of deflection - electrostatic
c) the type of fluorescent coating and the color of
emitted light.
The electron gun of the picture tube requires a power supply
to produce the necessary electron beam for scanning purposes.
This power supply may be either:
i) High voltage sources for the first and second anodes
that draw electrons from the gun and focus the beam
(electrostatically focused tubes)
ii) Heater current source for the cathode of the electron
gun.
iii) Focusing coil current source for magnetostatically
focused tubes.
The Scanning Process and its Related Terms;
It is the process by means of which camera signals
are produced and consists of the periodically repeated path of
the scanning spot, the electron beam, until the complete picture
is covered. The electric signal, supplied to control the beam
density is such that it indicates the brightness of a po int of
the picture at the position of the beam. The scanning pattern
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can have any form, most generally used being a set of parallel
lines. Sometimes interlaced scanning is used with advantage
to avoid flicker in the reproduction.
spot in two series of lines, alternately passing downwards as
shown. The scanning spot starts at A and goes along the blue
lines to D; the retrace from points like B to points like C is
brought about by the blanking signal. V/hen D is reached, blank-
ing signals are applied and the point is brought to E. From
E the point starts moving along the red lines until the point
F is reached and the picture is completely scanned. The dotted
lines represent the inactive lines as they do not go towards
the reproduction at all. While the blue and red lines are
called "the active lines;’.
The number of these active lines in a scanning pat-
tern is given by the formula:
Similarly, the horizontal retrace ratio (^ ) is defined as:
“ backward scanning velocity
forward scanning velocity
The values of and k^ vary from 7 to 10 and 10 to 15 respec-
= 12 lower limit
Vertical Resolution of a Scanning Pattern (
It is defined as the number of picture elements that
can be accommodated in the vertical height of the picture area.
^
Rcferen<>C • N os. 5 &
The interlaced scanning consists in the motion of the
where n = no, of lines per frame
= vertical retrace ratio
" upward scanning velocity
downward scanning velocity
tively.
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As seen above, every active line is capable of reproduction but
sometimes it may happen that the picture elements do not fall
directly on the scanning lines. So the number of active picture]
elements that can be accommodated in a vertical direction is le£
than the number of active lines.
Therefore the vertical resolution C*'V,3is given as:
y'xj z elements per picture heights.
where k utilization factor
~ 0.6 to
^ no. of active lines,
(In properly operated equipment is commonly
reached )
,
Horizontal Resoluti on of Scann ing Pattern (r^ ) :
It is the number of picture elements that can be ac-
commodated in the horizontal direction in the width (w) of
the picture. The horizontal resolution ) depends upon the
electrical performance of the television system in reproducing
the rapid changes of voltage whereby the reproducing spot
changes its brilliancy as it moves along each line. In terms
|
of maximum frequency (f max.) of the video signal band consider^
s
the horizontal resolution (r^^) is given as:
j
I
Y, = 84 f max. elements per picture widjth
i
^max raega-cycles, assuming the rate of 30 frame sj
and 525 lines, (For 441 lines
^
r^=ioo secT
The ratio (m) of the resolutions in two directions:
^
Tf'v# =• 3 4 /Hrid
m need not be a unity necessarily. At present m is
taken to be equal to 0,95 depending upon the max. frequency of
the video signal for rn.c.p s.
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m= 0 - 90.0 .
gives a good reproduction*
Aspect Ratio of the Scanning Pattern :
It is defined as the ratio of the width (w) to the
height (h) of the rectangle, actively employed in the reproduc-





satisfactory reproduction: co; K =. 4-3
(Adopted by F.C.G, for commercial television in
July 1941)
.
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Chapter III ••• General, Discussion of Video Signal
As seen in the previous discussion, the output of
the mixing amplifier is the video signal and supplies the opti-
cal information of the picture in the studio. This video signal!
has frequencies ranging from as low as 20 c.p.s. to as high as '
4 m. c.p.s. At present the upper limit of the video frequency
|
range in television work is taken as 4 m, c.p.s. As the width
of the signal is extended, the reproduction is improved consid-
erably. The lower the low frequency of the band, the better
|
is the background of the picture while the greater the increase
in the upper frequency, the more improved is the subject in
detail.
General form of the video signal is shown in the
diagram.
• “ The polarity of the signal (video) is a very impor-
tant factor as it determines the tones or colours of the re-
production, A receiver, designed for positive transmission of
the picture (i,e. in which the signal amplitude increases with
the brilliancy of the picture)
,
if used to view negative polar-i
ity transmission produces a picture like a photographic nega-
tive. After long experimentation, the nega -ive transmission,
(ie, in which the signal amplitude decreases with increasing
brilliancy of the picture) is preferred to positive transmissio
The reason is that for negative transmission, if the signal
level is raised, the signal enters the infra-black level further
C Re f . Noj . 1, 3 ^4 J
I. » V V ('V
I
XrjUMi^ QO&jV ftp xaairoaxCl la'iegeO Ill led-qBaO
lo d^xrcrj-ijo erid’ ^noiMax/oexfi 3xioive'Lq erl& rtl nsea sA
\
“-xtqo 9rf3 eexlqc jjs Jjfxe iBngie oabiv aJt nsxliXqiujs orii
iBiTf^r-a oeblv alriT .oxbutos/ft irx sxxrjfoxq ©rlu lo noxc^Binxclni Ibo
as as Ov+ .a.q,o OS as ;voI as moxt jsnx^sx sexonei/po "."i aaii
09bxv 9ri;X d-xiaxl 'leqqu eri& i^naayxq &A .a.q.c.x ^
d^bxw 0nt eA .a.q.o.m sb n93?B^ ax jizow croirsivels^ .li. ©;;iftax,
-bxarcoo bevoiqo'J: ax nox^oxrboxqax ©rid- jbabned'xe ax iBxrgxa 9ilj lo
io&&€*(f sd& ^b^8d odl lo -^oasjypexl woX erid- xewol ertx .'v;XcfBT9'
©aB9xonx 9ii,t isd'Baxs edl sixxlw axJxXoxq arid- lo bCBOx^xoBcf arid- el
ni: d-oetcfi/e erfd ax bavoxqmx exom sifd"
,
^jonex paxl leqc u aiid' nl
.liizlob
eX'd ; i irwo;B ai TB/t^xK oeJbiv ex-M lo oriot JaisnaS
-xoqcx \i&v B si (oebxv) iBngia ©ild' lo ^d'/xsloq aA!T ' *
“9T Biid lo eisjo.Loo to asnod’ ait.t sartxciTad'sb err. as Todoal lsx^&
lo no ja9 i.. &xxBTd r vicMaoq toI bsir^xae f ,t 9VX909t A .noxloxrboTq
rldiw sasBeTOfiJ: obxrdxIqp.B Jsiq?,j:a arfd' xlo.trfw ax
. \1) eTXxdoxq 9X(t
-TBioq svid-B^en rro tv ot Jboan lx
,
(oTud-olq arid- lo voxisi: ; IxTcf axid
-s;g9n oJtflqBTj^od’Ofiq b a^ixl eTinfcxq b aaox.'hoxq aoxosiinsxT.PTd' ''Cdi
.noxaaxnTBiisT t 9 YX'ii:sea 9iit ,aoid'Bd'aoi2JXT' qxfc -^nol xad-lA .avxd',
n,.
SaxaBeTOax rfd’xw asaBSToeb sbx/d’xIqouB aril xioxfiv/ iix ^ax)
ioisaxmaxiGTd aviliisoq od- baTTolaxg ax (©Tulorq odl lo qoxisxIIxTcf
iBiij^xa u-jdd- lx ,noJ:e8iiii3nBTd’ avi-ds^sn toI ds 1 ax ;ioe.:^aT arfi'
ToAdTJjl XeYar ^ioBlcf-BTlni axfd aTedua iBn^xe siid ^baaisT ci laYal
and further, and black dots or lines appear in the picture.
'
‘•^'hese black dots, as compared to v/hite dots, that are present
in the case of positive transmission are less conspicuous. (It
is quite probable that interference may produce a drop in the
signal level but the probability of the fall is very small as
compared to that of the increase.)
The video signal diagram clearly shows that white
I
tones or colors of the picture are produced by small amplitudes
while successive higher amplitudes give deeper grey shades.
When the amplitude reaches the black level the light is com-
pletel 3r cut off. This black level is maintained constant du-
ring the transmission of video signal, its value being 75 to
80^ of the maximum amplitude in the signal.
Beyond the black level is the infra-black region.
This region is utilized in the application of synchronization a
Blanking sigrals, it is obvious that the reproduction is not
possible as long as the signal amplitude is in the infra-black
region. So the picture reproduction is carried on as long as
the camera signal amplitudes are less than the black level.
From the diagram it is clear that the blanking pulses
are applied during the interval that the scanning beam is goin^
to the beginning of the next line after having completed the
previous line. Generally, the amplitude of this blanking sig-
nal corresponds to black, sometimes blacker than black level.
Thus no reproduction is carried out during tne blanking inter-
val.
At the beginning of the blanking period, the ampli-
I
'.eTXTDoiq sil^ nf ’iHogcis ascii ic 'dtob /ioelti Ina ^ xoil^’iiJ^'i hcra *
j-cssQiq ©lA ,aIo .5 s^Irfw o;i Bs^taqiapo- aa <3^0! jioald ©asfii^
ii
,,
II) ,Bi/ocoi;q8coo easi e*3:B coisexranjBiI sviliaoq io ©ebo ©rfl ci.
©rll ai qoi.b s ©oi/boiq ©ocsxs^’ielni laxtl alcfadoiq ©Ixcp si 5
QB J iBffia Y.1S9- ax IIb^ sril lo Y^^'i^-cdacToTq ©ill. led Isv?! lacsia ,
( . aaBSTOiix ©jcil lo iBdl ol isiBomoo;
slidw I.RdI awoiia crfBT^Bxi) Tjani^X^ oeblv sxlT
aebeIxIqmB IlBins ^cf i>soefaoTq ©tb exeloxq edt lo *co asnol'
.asiBris vxjig isqssJb evxg seJbelilqGiB lerlgi/ri ©Yiaasoorra slxiiw
-noo ex Irf^II exil level jio£^ld adl asxlCBst sldxJqffiB eiil iiexi^
-rfi> I jBlanoo f)sxilBlni:Bffl ax XsveX :^[oJsXcf axe'T ,Yio I0O ’;XsIeXc[ ,
-i‘
ol ^jxsef ©cXbv all ^iBCjiXa oeXxv noxeaitnacBiI &.XI sexx
'
, XBC^xa erll ci sbxrlxXqinB rauinixAm ©rll lo ^J8
,r:oxB9i i^oaXcT-sitrix eA& si level siosXcf s.ll fenoYsS
bri a ;OXlBsiao’ir(on‘\r8 lo noxIcpxXqqs siH '''1 basiXilxr ai 'lox'ge'x. exiii'
Ion eX no r *'oxri)0'iqsT sill ladl ciCoxv lo’ ,ax I-*- .eX.S’^iXa ^cXslrtBlfi
'
^{OBXd-BX’iii-*- ©III nx ax obeIxXqi^.B iBCsxa arfi as •rcoX sb Xdxasoq
'
3 .e '^fioX SB no bsiiiBC si .loiloeLo'iqs’i ©xdoxq ©iH oS inoigsi
.
rovsX 3loBXd sdvt nr.rfi ^ael eis ssbjjIxXqns Xarric- Bnsmso srit
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tude of the signal is extended momentarily into the infra-
II
11
black region by the application of horizontal sync, pulses.
At the completion of the sync, pulses, the signal reihalns abov|
the black level until the end of the blanking period. At the
I
end of this period, the camera gains control over the signal
Ij
l! and the scanning of the next line starts. (This process is re4
l:
peated until 26^ 1/2 lines are scanned in which time the pic-
. ture is scanned completely.)
II
|l
|; Generally, the blanking period is maintained slightly
l.
longer than the time required to complete the retracing of
,




zontal seanning. The width d f the reproduction is slightly
reduced because of longer than necessary blanking period but
it is easily remedied by increasing the amplitude of the
horizontal scanning current or voltage, (The second reason for
the maintainance of longer than necessary blanking periods is
the difficulty in mass production of scanning generators with
retrace ratio 6;1).
%
During.itha hetrane.of the:be’am,by. the..syhc,pi;lAes,the ven43^cal
sync, pulses are applied to the camera signal. The period of
these sync, pulses should be never less than 7^V8^reater than
10^V.( Vert .blanking is 7-I0/o, There are 6vect.syncpulses, total tinesSh)





Besides the two tj^pes of sync, pulses, equalisation
pulses are applied to the blanking level. The restrictions of
the vertical blanking period are such that it should end at
laaat ft vertical sync, pulses are sent ani the latest
7*
Slid’ ot^ni Y.I.tTsd rtBEoa liebnoitxe t:x iBA^xa lo. sbwit
;;
.rtesliiq .on^^s lai^nosiioii \o nox;tBo.tIrqa erfJ- tiois^a ilosicf.
fev<ia.^ Tang-xa >£1^ ,s 9eXx'g .ony,8 '^o aoi;^sIcT^!IOO jiit tk
tA •boxxaq gxix^Bld 9 iit lo ba© ©rid* ^ Xavsl TioaXd arid
^
Xaf.q-.X8 Slid 1SVO Xoxdaoo anxas eieniao erfd ,&oi*ieq siiid "l:o bna |!
r©i 3i aasootLq aMT) .odiada anxl dxan ©rid lo .nitiuixisoa ©lid bna .
-o.rq ©rid siaxd rloxrlw iix bsmaoe 9"ta aenlJ S\r Xxdnu bodaeq
( .^XsdsXqc^oo bonnaoa sX ©ixrd
yidrigxfa beflxadnxein ei .boixaq gax;MtaXcf ©itd ^yXCaxsns-O
Xo 'gaXo.axdST slid ©dsXqiroo od baxxxroBX ©oixd ©rid uaiid i.GguoX
-xxoii eXcfaxXQX ©'xora giixnxaddo ax aqlsrl di sb caaed gaxttnaoa ©rid
yXdfigxXa ax noxdouboxqsx ©rid toildbi*.Y ©riT .gnxnoBoa ladixos
dird Loixsq giTX^inaXd ^xa.aso&a aarid 'xagfioX lo seXraooo' bsaxrbax
©;id "to objjdi:Xqpia ^rid ^ni-aas^oiii ycf bexhexTO*! yXise© ax dx;
io^ noaaex bnooaa ©riT) .©gadlov to dn&TTuo gnxiirLsoa XadaosxTori
ax eboxTsq gtIXJ^JClfiXd YTaaSsosn naiid TsgiTof lo ©o/iaiiieditd.aai ©rid ^




ss-aXiffT, r>iX7.E .rrid'T.d^iuriPo’ ©r'd. .X
iO boxTQq oiiX .larr^tXa ©T©Piao ©rid od X^ilijoa ©tb 3©elx/q ,onys
flerfd Teda©Trv^V5^V iiaiid aaef Teven ©d bXx/orie aeaTjj-q .onya oaerid i
lie. • ‘-intu I«.' n.-i' , 3 vB.CrfQon'''’’^ . driavO sTHid'i'. -V i^X :inj Aif/iXcr.dTe\/^*
‘:f
•' XaAsdni: -nlrin^oa ,bZen XaoidTev r: v eTariw ;
.
' t I
' .OJta — = i .3'
oA
XTO j; daa ilax'P© (©.©aXxiq .oirya to aaqY^ ^rid asbXaaa
ICO sftoxdoxTd )©T etiJ^ . C.-vsJ gnx:JJr!.BXd ©rid od boxXqqB ©tb asaXi^q
i da bn© bXnoric dl darid riMia ©tb boxToq giixsitiijXd XsoxdTev arid
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> after 15 horizontal sync, pulses are sent, i’he video signal
with all the pulses and the periods mentioned above is shown
in the diagrams.
t^ viiiw:
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Chapter IV • • # Analysis of Camera Signal
The electrical pulses that are produced the Iconof
scope as the scanning proceeds are called the camera signal
and they are thedetermining factors in the design of televisio^i
equipment, thiis of video amplifiers. For a smooth and proper
working of a television system the camera signal should fulfil^,
the following requirements;
a) Its amplitude at any instant should furnish the infor-
mation concerning the brightness of the picture element at
that instant.
b) Its average value should correspond to the average iLlu-|’
mination of the scene, (-‘-he average being taken over all the
lines of the image.)
This average value represents the steady static as-
pect or D.C. component of the camera signal as against the A.C^
component. The a ‘C. component gives the, information of the
departure of the brightness of each element from the average
value, while p-.C. supplies the background information. As the
black level is maintained fixed during the transmission^ in the
modulated carrier wave and also at the control grid of the pic-
ture tube, the D.C, can be made independent of A.C. regardless
of wa^^form changes.
D.C. Component:
D.C. = Average of the camera signal
Frame Scanning Interval
From the diagram it is clear that the brightness of
picture is a function of the change of the D.C. components.
• •
''71 Te^-qBilOBieiiiBO to e lSYlattA ,
-^onool iJiivt \'cf b'30ssb0’tq ©id aaalric XjsoiiTto©!© eilT
Bieniso ertJ baCI^?© sxs sbosooiq j^nxaniioa ©fU at; ©qooe
itoraj-Velad- nr^xaeb enJ' nx bto^ob^ ,^nbT.liin©J-a‘ srit 91a vaili
leqoiq' biXB rl^j’oons s io'5 .axoililginB oebir 'to < ;trt0inqii;pe
XIX^Xx;^ Mxjorie ran:%x3 fli^rnao rae^te'^e aoxeivalaX a to sfilixo^
:sXfl9rne'ixxipei ^iixwoIXol arfX
-To'tcx 9 fit daiaxi/t blnofts dTis^anl Tj;iia Xb .?I;xiXxJg;?ja a^’I (a
ts tnemsie eTintoXg erfX asend’xlj^x'icf exiX «nxnT9onoo rioxXen
.t.'raXsni
rx/l-li c'^aieva erlX" oX baoqseiioT) blixorfR ex'-f -j'/ er\^xevB aXI (cf
©riX rXa 16VO as'A&t sniad ©jiaiev^a ©rl*^) .©cieoe eiix aoiXanim
.s>,afnx ©rid lo aanxi
-8a ‘jridade xbaeda add Soaeaeigoi exrlav o^^aieva aid?
,j
,^,A exit :i‘3nxs3a sa larr^te x\T9ciao ed^ I0 taenoqiiioo *0.(1 to j’oeq
6il;^ tto aoxJ'axTto'inx edj' a©vx;q tf'.isaoqtcoo . 0 . a . ^nsrrognioo
s:^6teva edit cjxtl dneEMje dose to aaen^.i^itd ariJ- to stxrdtBqal)
exit BA . no i: taintotnx bnuot^doBd orit aeilqqxs .0,^.^ elidw .©ixlav
. ©rit nx^aoxBexasriBt t ©dt 'HnxtxJb boxxt Lenlstnxam si lovol >:oaXd
-oxr edt to bit^ Xottnoo srit ta oaXa bna svaw teittac betBXxfboc
oaoXltayot .O.A to tfiabneqabai eXam ed nao .O.CT ©dt <odjjt atxit
.esj^srio i;:totptav/ to
:on9noxja:o0 *0.cr
IslitaXs at ©mao odi to ©yatevA = *0.(1
Xavtstnl go'-t fiitaol; ©icet'X
' tt> 633ntdsHitrf odd t:>dt taeXo ai ti mat^aib edt ciot"! '
.stnsxToqmoo .O.Q 9dt to e^nado sd;! to doxdoiitft a ax ©tudoxq
1^ i__
^ ' For example, if the D.C. component is substracted from the
camera signal keeping the A.C. component unchanged but shifted
downwards, the brightness is improved, (negative transmission
being considered.) The change in brightness (Z^B) is given
as: /\ B = amplitude of the subtracted D.C.
This brightness increment is generally accompanied
I
by the reduction in the apparent brightness of the
image. Conversely for added D.C. component, the reduction in
brightness is accompanied by the increase in the apparent
brightness contrast of the image.
As seen in the discussion of Iconoscope, the output
of the camefa is devoid of D.C. component, so it requires to
be fed externally with the D.C. component. There are three
methods of insertion:
i) Addition of a voltage to the transmission circuit
from a manually operated source of direct voltage.
ii) By the use of some types of image dissector tubes.
Fainsworth Image Dissector automatically produces a D.C. com-
ponent in the output.
iii)Use of a photo tube with iconoscope to control the
average level of its picture signal.
The insertion of a D.C. means the establishment of
a level in the video signal in spite of the changes in the 1
camera signal. So some level requires to be fixed as a refer-
ence. '-i-'he blanking level which is fixed during transmission
serves the purpose best. Sometimes the level of the tips of
the sync, pulses can be considered as a reference level, -^heso
levels, blanking levels and sync pulse tips' level, are main-
f
tained fixed by passing a video signal through a rectifier and
e:Lf Moilt tectoBT.t^djre tnsnoqwoo .d.CI 9ri;^ lx ^elqrrf^zs loU
f)6li.*ni8 ;tx'cf Jbe-Hnwiioox; d'n^noqmco .O.A arft ^riiq^ei lan^xa -iTeoiBO
\ no j.QSXEartBXiJ' evJ'.J'BjiOii) .oevoxqftii 8X eseatrJgxid exi;^ j ab*iBV7riwofi
fTevxg r.j: (S.iC2::i>) B^en.trivtiicf ni e^iiBxlo ©rfT ( , beieb renoo ^nied
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^ InexaqqB srf.'t >tx 93B&"roiii ©ril {cf beimsqmoooB ex eaer».tri-alxcf
!
0x11 lo leBxlnoo ^sexilri^xxcf
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raoxlxaertfc lo eboritam
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.©^Bllov' loaixb lo 801X/OB bslAisqo a-.: r A;/rL'5in a moxl
.secfjxl 1OIO033II 0'^,Bffll lo esqxl emoe lo esxr oril yE (xl
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a load circuit which develops a voltage equal to the peak val-
ue of the signal. The rectification is generally carried be-
fore modulation in the modulating amplifier grid circuit there!
by the constancy of the blanking level or sync pulse tip level!
is insured. The final rectification is carried out in the
last video amplifier, thus a constant bias is maintained on
the picture tube control circuit. The voltage developed in
the load circuit associated with the rectifier above, serves
the D.O. portion of the signal. Once the level is fixed and
established the variations of the average of the signal wave
from this established level serve as the indication of the de-
sired picture brightness and also of the changes required in
the picture.(i,iOst scenes don’t utilize the full contrast range,d|iscussed
^
"A.C. Component of the Camera Signal”:
It is due to the rapid changes in the voltage or current,
corresponding to the brightness of the ad;)acent spots of a
picture. If the reproduction is required to be undistorted,
the A.C. of the camera signal should be transmitted undistorte
Besides this, the signal at the end of the transmitting cir-
cuit, should have zero level, the level giving the maximum
brightness, and the black level at which the light is coraplete|-
ly cut off
,
The requirements are fulfilled by:
a) the adjustment of the D.C. component fed to the control
grid of the tube
b) adjustment of the overall amplification of the signal;
thereby the maximum and minimum values of A.C. are made to
lie within the white and black levels.
f;)
I
(The waveform distortions, if any. should be studied
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"The Video Frequency Range"
;
Let the camera signal be given by E(t), during the
scanning of a line
* By Fourier analysis
-+ Qt, am 2A c^Pi)
ECP}' . a.-sm 2A-P4 -f OaSir^ 2A V- . .
^
2.
, -fi L 4 Lr. Cos 2-7rCn+^>'




From A, D.C. = while the remaining terms indicateT
the A.C* components having frequencies equal to the multiples
of frequency (f )
;
f= fundamental frequency.
ransformation: — r Cl^ i -'bal.
... +
* The phase of the A.C. component of frequency (f) w.r.
# •




A on t ormat;
EC4)
and amplitude =
Similarly for other components of A.C. of the camera sig-
nal. 'These phases and amplitudes can be evaluated by the
mathematical formulae for Fourier coefficients but the method
is too complicated to be used. Instead, some simplifying
generalizations are made.
(From A' it is clesr that for undistorted reproduction the




i) As the lower frequency limit is based on the obvious fact
that the L.F. that must be included in the video signal to in-
dicate the light changes is tne beginning of one interval ior
No- 4. ).
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Courier analysis (30 c.p*s.)
ii) If this Fourier analysis is carried on smaller and smaller
time inteirvals, a limit is reached. The reciprocal of this
limit is the upper frequency limit of the video range and need^
(
inclusion in the range.
So if the duration of a picture element is consider-
ed as the interval for Fourier analysis then the upper frequen-f
cy limit is 3 m.c.p.s. (At present it is considered as 4 m.c.p^s.)
* •
.
• The rate of picture elements = 6,000,000 per sec.
The upper frequency limit = 6,000,000 = 3,000,000 c.p.s.
f•
* max = 3 m.c.p.s.
The video frequency range is from 30 c.p.s. to
3 m.c.p.s. (4 m.c.p.s, at present}.
T'he lower limit chosen is capable of handling the
light variations occuring between successive frames, while the
upper limit handles the light changes between successive pic-
ture elements. The intermediate degrees of detail are taken
care of by intermediate frequencies. So the television system
should be so designed that it transmits each and every compo-
nent frequency with no amplitude distortion, their phases be-
ing proportional to the frequencies involved. (From this dis-
cussion it is clear that fj^^ is produced by the scanning of
the finest detail in the picture.)^, light- & fad-jaoerit dark eleMhtJtcombine to produce a cycle of the outfput'^requency
,} |
"^max
terms of m ( the resolution ratio): '
Let the total number (n) of lines of the s canning
pattern consist of(n) active lines and let m be theratio of
the horizontal and vertical resolution.
C. R t «rence N o . 4 )
t42
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k = utilization factor
where ~h
•




Let the frame frequency (f) be 50 c.p.s. and and
be 7 and 12 respectively, then the rate (R) at which the
picture elements n^ are sent out is given by:
ss l-05’4 ( ^) S€.c .




having the adjacent picture elements of different
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Generally^w^ f and m are determined by the transmissd[
standards while k is determined by the nature of the scanning
pattern, the retrace ratios (Is^ and 1^) are functions of the
scanning equipment and its performance.
on
. . The f
.
u >'
is controlled by m alone; m depends on the size
of the scanning spot.
So the max, frequency of a video band is a function of
the resolution of the scanning agent, (In the case of attenu-
ation of the signal, the max, frequency of the v ideo signal
is less than the f^^^ already obtained,)
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Some with its determining factors are tabulated
ibelow:
No. No. of scanning lines No. of frames
sec.
1 20 16 3,360 i 4,490
'
.
2 60 16 50,200 i 40, 250
5 120 24 181,500 ’242,000
4 180 24 410,000 ’546,000 i
1
5 240 50 727,000 1970,000
j
6 543( 7x7x7 ) 30 l,860,00<i) 2,440,000'
1








c p . s .
! Fi»^k.; Prioc>p\cs of ~Te.j cv i J i )
i, (1029 lines, 50 frames is the possible case, available
j!
sec.
jin the future. At present m=1.55 produces the max. video fre-
^i^uency with R.M.A. standard pattern of 4.08 ra.c.p.s. and this
|ls the limit to which the modern television sets respond per-
fectly. )
I
Effects of high f^^^:
^ meix
: The increase in the magnitude of f^g^ in a video range
ij
has the follovrlng effects on the reproduction;
I'
i) The details of reproduction a -re made finer, the extended
edges are made finer and overall reproduction is improved in
uniformity.
ii) The picture with non-uniformity (with extended regions in
some portions and fine details in other portions) is better
reproduced provided all the frequencies (Tj^^ inclusive) are
transmitted perfectly. _ . --—
j
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Chapter V. . .
.
Comraon Standard Waveforms
In television to check whether there is any distortion,
amplitude or phase, present in the output, some standard wave-
forms are used. The process of checking for distortion consistjs
in comparing the output to any one of these waveforms. So it
be
will be not^out of place if these waveforms are discussed
briefly.
I'he main types of waveforms to which the output of a
television system is approximated are three:




Consider a sq. wave of overall amplitude unity and
total time duration = lyf sec where f = fundamental frequency
of the wave E(t)
From the diagram it is clear that:
between t= -1/2f to t=0 E(t) = -0.5
and between t=0 to t=t/2f E(t) =0.5
't E(t) is an odd fimction so its Fourier expansion
consists of only sine, terms:
jj EC+) -Sro C2.^r)P4)df
2f
_ f ^ s c 2.7r-ri f4 )
df
-^2f










a^ ....together with a^ are all zero.
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E Ct) ^ +
So the amplitude of each frequency harmonic is inversely pro-
portional to the frequency involved.
(The sync, pulses do not satisfy the property of the sq. wave
of maintaining equal intervals of time for max. and min. '-^‘he
conclusion derived above, for a sq. wave can still be applied
to the sync, pulses.)
Ideal Saw-Tooth Wave :
E(t) = ft is an even function as is clear from the diagram.
so suddenly as in the case of ideal saw-tooth. Thus a large




In the case shown here only a portion. ”p” of the total scan-
ning time is covered by the process of tracing
“^The duration of the active portion of the wave=p/f se<3 .
portion and between p/2f to l/2f in positive portion.
^'^In the interval (- 1/2f to - p/2f)
|
E(t) = -^f/1-p^ (l/2f + t)
In (- f)/2f to p/2f) E(t) =(f/p)t
i
Generally, in practice, the retraces do not take place
/.Retrace duration is between - 1/2f to - p/2f in negaHve
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So in this case the amplitudes are decreasing with the
square of the order of the harmonic.
These are some of the standard waveforms to v/hich a
television output can be approximated and checked for distortion.
These are useful only when the output is periodic. Sometimes
|
the picture signal is non-periodic. Such non-periodic pulse is
Called ”the transient pulse" and the response of the television
amplifier to this transient signal gives the general criterion
of video response. This transient signal is called the Heavi-
pide Unit pulse, also,
Heaviside Unit pulse :
It consists of a unity amplitude voltage pulse
whose period is greater than the duration of transientj^^' .i-
If this pulse is applied to a video amplifier, the response is
perfect if the amplitude and phase responses are uniform from
zero to infinity. But in practice the frequency responses being
restricted, the output is distorted.
This transient analysis shows the extent of distor-
^ tion due to use of specified range and brings out the specified
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irregularities within that range. There are two methods
available to determine the transient response of an amplifier.
1) Operational Calculus
a) Lane. .Uncompensated stages
b
)
McLachlan. . Shunt Compensated Stages
2) Fourier Series - Bedford and Fredenhall
(As will be seen in H.F. considerations, uncompensated
stages are not suitable for video amplification. Lane's
method for uncompensated stages is not discussed here.)
McLachlan * s method : It is based on operational calculu^.







f, nre -som a Tif =f-r«-C|ueT^^ oP L<s aool C.
and 0 ^ Ur.-'
(Applicable only to one stage and when (C^-f- C ) are
effective.
)
If the phase and amplitude characteristics are known,
Fourier integral gives;
. Q>
eCt)- i . . . • (Z)
where r^
^
= d.c. response of the amplifier
r„’= the amplitude frequency response
function
p^= phase, frequency response function
This equation is generally solved graphically so the
solution is tedious. This method though accurate is not popu-
lar to obtain the transient response.
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Bedford - Fredenjiall :
As the response to a single heaviside unit pulse is very dif-
ficult to be measured experimentally^ and Fourier series is
applied to periodic functions only, a unit square wave is
utilized. The diagrams drawn
^
justify the use of a square
wave of unit amplitude in place of a Heaviside unit pulse.
From the diagram, it is clear that the response to a Heay(i-
side unit pulse is constant for a pretty long time but it
falls down g radually . This gradual fall is brought about by
the causes associated with the L.F. Amplitude and phase re-
sponse. The response to a unit square wave is identical to
that of the Heaviside unit pulse while the gradual lowering
in tne case of Heaviside unit pulse response is absent com-
pletely in the case of a unit square wave response. This ab-
sence of gradual lowering does not affect the analysis in
any way.
Response to a unit squarewave is obtained by making use
of the series expression of square wave and Fourier integral







r^ are the name ridal heights
I p P




Response obtainable from 8 is accurate, d-epending upon
the proper choice of f. (f=time interval during which signifi-
cant distortion occurs.) Bedford - Fredenhall used a wave
of period equal totwice the time interval between its applica-
tion to the point at which it becomes unity.
This analysis can be applied to multi-stage amplification.
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The results of such analysis are plotted.
From these curves it is clear that k=1.51 is the best
characteristic for the purpose of television (video) work and
the response becomes smoother and better as the number of stagi
in increased. In thecase of k=1.41 (ie. on amplifier with
k^= 0.5Q), there are sudden and extreme increases in amplitude.
These upsurges have the effect of producing a sudden change
of colour in the reproduction such as a. black dot following a
change inthe white direction and vice-versa. While, the sec-
ond amplifier with k=1.51 having only 10^ overshootings, is
more suitable for television work,
(k= RC/y = ratio of the load resistor to the
impedance of shunt capacitones
at the resonant frequency (f^) of L and )
This transient response analysis can be applied to
any output of a television system.
Usual design calls for fii.- ^ at lo where = i-4frna;c
and highest desired frequency having 1:1 response.
This gives a circuit of Q=i which has unique properties of im-
pedance and phase shift, at f©.*
L.F. Response:
Though it is possible to sacrifice some response at
the H.F. end of 4 megacycles signal, it is necessary that the
amplifier should have a uniform response to 30 cycles. So the
characteristic must extend downiwards to 10 cycles or even less,
as the amplifiers do not cut off sharply at any on frequency.
Effect of Loss of response at Low Frequencies: -
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From the diagram it is clear that on either side of
the line there are blanking and synchronizing pulses. These
pulses have a fixed level while the camera signal between the
pulses differ from one line to the next. These changing volt-
ages are referred to as a.c, variations of the television sig-
nal. Besides these there is a D.C. component of the camera
signal.
From the discussion of the D.C. component of the cam-
era signal, it is clear that the average illumination of the
scene may change yjith each frame or 30 times a second. In
order to have the scene televised exactly, the average illu-
mination should remain constant. This, in turn, is guaranteed
if the transmit-ing and receiving circuits are capable of
passing 30 c.p.s. without too great attenuation. Any poor re-
sponse would result in incorrect values of the background
illumination and would result in the left to right stretching
or smearing of the large objects.
So the low frequency response should be perfect for
the smooth working of video-amplification. The circuit (com-
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Chapter 6 Waveforms' Distortions
Many times the output of a television system is not
identical to the input because of distortions, ihese distor-
tions may be due to various reasons but the following are the
main ones: i) distortions due to non-ideal amplitude and
phase response characteristics.
ii) Distortions due to tie presence of masking
voltages (noise)
iii) Distortions due to purposely introduced dis-
turbances to improve the quality of the reproduction.
Distortions due to non-ideal characteristics:
These distortions can be subdivided into two types, a) Sym-
metrical distortion. .. .non-ideal amplitude characteristic, b)
Anti-symmetrical distortion. .. .phase shift of harmonics presei
with respect with one another.
Consider a unit pulse, ie., a non-periodic waveform
containing one pulse of unit area and with its amplitude large
when compared to the duration of the pulse. This pulse consie
of infinite number of harmonics of equal amplitudes (Fourier
Analysis.) So for its undistorted transmission the harmonics
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characteristic of the nature shoisn. The response characteristic
is a function of frequency F(f).
The reproduction E(t) with no phase distortion is;
o
This output waye is seen to be clearly sjnnmetricai about the
maximum amplitude of the input pulse.
In the presence of phase shift the distortion that wil
be found in the reproduced waveform is called the "Anti-sjmmietri
al” distortion as is clearly visible from the diagram. The
echoes, the basis on which H.A. 7/heeler accounts for the two
distortions, are identical in shape to the main pulse but are
highly attenuated. Their presence is accounted for by the
distorted nature of the phase characteristics.
The Principle of Paired Echoes - H.A. Wheeler
Wheeler showed that the effect of small phase distor-
tioncan be represented by the addition of two additional signals
to the unit pulse. These additional signals have the form of
the unit pulse. These echoes are due to the reflections that
come from unmatched impedances. Let the input pulse reach the
output in time and appear there in its reproduced form ac-
companied by the pair of echoes following or preceding it by
time
. The factor of attenuation is ”a”.
As the echoes and main pulse are identical in shape
the echo frequency amplitudes are attenuated by a factor ”a”;
the phase between the main pulse frequency and the corres-
ponding echo frequency is given by ^2) = X 2 ) ,
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The vector diagrams in the cases of i)single echo, ii)positive
pair, and iii) negative pair show that the resultant waveform
(fp
)
has different phase and amplitude from that of the frequenc
components of the original pulse.
Positive Pair of Echoes: These echoes lead and follow the
main pulse by an equal amount of time. From the vector diagram
it is clear that the phase between and the main pulse (F)
is zero but the amplitude of is different from that of the
main pulse and is given by: F,.- f (l + 2acos ) - - •
where F amplitude of the main pulse
F =. amplitude of the resultant
r
aF - attenuated amplitude of each echo.
'
-For n pairs of positive echoes
Fy z FCl+2c^^co5aA^te-^ 2a2.-?as
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The magnitudes of the echoes, can be determined, from 5 wit^
the help of 5^ by the use of given attenuation factors. So the
response for the video signal is determined. Sometimes this
method becomes complicated because of the large number of atten-
uation factors involved. Thus the following method is employed:
Procedure
:
Pass the given pulse (rectangular pulse is consider-
ed here) through two networks with characteristics shown in
d and f. is so chosen that it can be utilised for a large
number of amplifiers. The first terra of g(f) in 5 gives the
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characteristic G/Gj^ whose main purpose is to produce a pair of
echoes of polarities opposite to that of the main pulse. The
resultant, the algebraic sum of the main pulse and the echoes
is seen to have the symmetrical distortion.
Negative Pair of Echoes:
In this casetthe two echoes have polarities opposite
to each other. The vector diagram clearly indicates that there
is phase difference between
^
and the main pulse but the amp-
litude of both is the same.
Let f=^Co^(2Aft+<^Jbe ‘ the given frequency component of the main
pulse
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For n pairs of echoes:
_ F= Cos C 2/Tft + 4o ^
4^0 i produces no distortion but the sig-1
nal is delayed by an amount So out of the total phase
iA
shift: 2AK‘i'te}
only the series terms represent the distortion.
The distortion - 2b^ ain iA kfU
This distortion in (8) can be determined by the magnitudes of
and is due to negative pairs of echoes and is anti-symmetrical
as is clearly seen from the diagram.
Distortions due to Noise:
Generally the noise in a television appliance is due
to many reasons but the most important of them are
a) Thermal Agitation in Resistances
b) The Emission Noises in Vacuum Tubes,
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The emission noises or tube noises as they are popularly knovm
are classified into: i) Flicker Effect, ii) Shot Effect, iii)
The Space charge limited noise.
Besides these there are many other sources of noice.
The thermal and shot effect noises arise in the video signal
sources and the transmission equipment while the others arise
in the carrier transmission of the signal,
a) Thermal Agitation Noise:
Johnson and Nyquist have shown
that the e.m.f, generated across a resistor is due to the con-
duction electrons that are in thermal equilibrium with the atomSj
independent of the current flowing through and the material of
which it is made. The thermal agitation in the resistors is
due to the fluctuations of these conduction electrons; and the
e.m.f. so generated is
L2
'rm-s.
- 7. 4 X lo JtZ r m s 00
^
- thermal voltage, (r.m.s. value)
T = absolute temperature of the conductor
2 r impedance
(i & z the lower and ujoper frequency limits. These
thermal voltages are of the order of 2 to 100 micro-volts, cor-






i) Flicker Effect: Sometimes changes in the structure and
composition of the cathode surface cause changes in the cathode
surface emission. This change in the emission from the cathode
surface is known as the Flicker Effect, The noise due to
Flicker Effect is negligible over 1,000 cycles, and becomes
36
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prominent towards the lower end of the spectrum. It is not a
serious proposition in video amplification,
ii) Shot Effect: The electrons leave the cathode in groups
forming the current pulses. These current pulses are subject
to random variations due to the varying emission from the cathodj|(
This irregularity in plate current due to this cause is known
as ’’Shot Effect” and the e.m.f, so generated is given as:
From expressions 9 and 10 it is clear that shot effect is
more troublesome as a noise in the case of equal frequency range
and resistor value. The shot noise can be eliminated if the
tube is operated at a plate potential at which the space charge
is developed whereby the electron current is made smooth by the
supply of additional electrons.
The predominence of a noise in the tube is determined by
the circuit constants and the plate currents employed. For
example in a practical camera pre-amplifier, the shot effect
is prominent. In the first stage the fjj^ax - I-Ki*c.p.s, so the
thermal effect is low and in the later stages, the fmax is in-
creased so the shot effect becomes more prominent. The restrictled
band width in the first stage gives less thermal noise as against
in the case of a circuit designed for 5 m.c. V/hile in later
stages H.F. Compensation circuits raise the effective H.F. limilj
The effect of the presence of noise in the video signal is
to limit the level of illumination at which the camera can be
operated. As this level is decreased, the camera signal de-
creases, So the low levels of illumination give hazy pictures
* si d"! .nuji^ooqc sricf “to bna tswoI QtiS eibai^wroJ’ ctnonxmoiq
.noxcfooxIilqfTiB oef>i:v xii noi J'xaoqoTq ajj.oxisa
aqijO'is nl alioxld'wn oxivf 9vt9l anonJosIa oriT :ct d’oxfc (iJ:
•t09t<fLa SIX', aoslwq ^,ne*T*xuo sasilT ,a&alxrq J'ns'iiuo srirf' axilmriol
.tt^oiiOao moil noxaaxins ^xix'j'ix'V 9i{^ evb anoi.ttxiAv luoba&i oi
ruvoiiii ai osubo aiilJ oJ' J-asmiuo sd'aXq nx y>^ aixlT
:a« nevx3 ax bej^TCsn^S ca .t. fi.e sxfd’ i>nB ’’itoaqiS" d’oxfS" as
Cotj . -- lUoa
..h-t.-rCai- il) 1 Of ^ -e ^
8x Joe'l'l© Xoxfa issXo ax Xx 01 I)ns G anoxaas'iqxa ittoi'?
©Si'is'i '4o/T9sp3il Isjjpo Xo osi'O 9ffX fti S8xoa M 8j6 ssoasIXuoTX siora:
Qxii lx baXsiiinril© ecf nso aaxoa Xoda sxfT .ssisv loXaiaei Xrre
©STsria epaqe oxfX s'oxriw Jb I'sxXneXoq oXsIq o xs JbeXsTaqo ai aduX
. ©fix yd xlXoojcea o'feiiia ax Xno'iix/o no'xXoais ©ri;^
.
ydsisfiv;. f)©qol 9vs^ ax
.anoiXosIs Isno l:Xii3fes lo
yd bsnim'ioJ eb ai edui 9ilX nx ©aion s lo soiianXinoPe'iq siiT
lo^'f ,fc9Y0lqm9 aXnsTTx/o eXsIq eilX bn^ aXnsJanoo Xinq/iio 9x1X
Xoalls Xoria oxlX jiDililgniB-enq sismso IsoxXosiq b nx alqinfixca
'
, y *
orlX 03 .a.q.onn’I' = xem:^ e^sXa Xaixi 9xfX nl .Xnanintonq at
-nx ai xjjin'^ ©^X ,ao3sXa neXsI exiX nx ban woL ax Xoells Iimno/iJ
oi'iXaen exCT .Xnanxmonq siogi asinooscf Xoslls Xoxla oxlX os beaae'io
XanxBss as oaxon IsnT'ianx sesi aovxg s^aXa Xanxl sxiX ax ciibiw hn&d
'leXsX ax alxriVV c lol ban^xesb Xxxxoaxo « lo eato arli nl
.XxiTiri ."i.H 9vtxosH9 9/iX eels'x aXxxroTxo noiXBSXxoqcioO eagsxs
ax Isnsia osJbxv sriJ ni saxon lo sonQG'^'nq sriX lo Xnsll© eidT
I
; 0 cf XTfaO' onsnino ©xfX iloidw Xs noxXpniniuXIx lo level *=iriX Xiraxf qX
-oJb Xsngia snsnao orfX ,b93Bei’oai) ai l9V9l airiX aA ,boXB*i9qo
,
ae'ijjXoxq ysnd avx3 noxXBnicujXXx lo aiovaX wol qxiX o2 .aesseio
that are far from perfect.
If Signal = Peak
Noise Peak




the reproduction is considered as good enough for entertain-j-
ment purposes. If this ratio is made equal to 40 then the noise
is completely eliminated.
In storage type tubes, the emission current is so small
that the shot effect is negligible. But in the case of non-
storage type tubes, the shot effect becomes a serious matter so
eledtron multiplier structures are used to raise the signal to
noise ratio. Electron multiplier structures give the highest
possible Signal iNoise ratio by increasing the number of electron^
flowing. From the expression 10 it is clear that as the fre-
quency range is increased the shot effect noise is increased. Al^o
it increases as the number of picture elements is increased. So
;i
!i
the frequency range should never be logger than is actually nec-|i
i|
essary to convey the full information of the picture. i
c) Purposely Introduced Noises: Sometimes some types of wave-
forms, blanking signal and the sync, pulses, are applied to
the camera signal to improve the quality of reproduction. These
signals also compensate for the limitations of the camera tubes
and image reproducing tubes.
The expressions for the thermal Shot effect noise volagej^
are: ®r om.s 0 =7 ,4x10 volts
6r om.s o::5„64xlO“^^zyi( f^-f2 )r .m.s .volts ,
respectively.
From these expressions it is clear that the theraal noise
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voltagG is proper* tlonal to th© sqo root of th.© fT* 0 Q.uency range
of the band used & the sq, rt. of the coupling impedance ,( The fr
equency range is generally determined by the image detail and th
picture tube scanning system® ;Vhile In the case 6f the shot effeiist
the noise voltage is proportional to the sqort* ofth© frequency
range of the band, but is proportional to the coupling impedance,
itself.
)
Prom the discussion of the tube noises it is evident the. j
as the coupling impedance in the-^gr idlof the amplifier stage, is
increased, the signal increases accordingly® ( assuming a constant
current source) oBut as seen above , the noise voltage increases
as the sq®rt. of the coupling impedance.
a
* ® The Signal to noise ratio is increased .But In practice
f
oo large coupling impedances are avoided because of the followlr||g
easons
;
1) The gas current that may be present in the amplifier
tube , might lead to the erractic variations of the grij^
bias of the tube,
tc 2) The camera tube is not a truly constant current generafltor.
Coupling impedances of the order of 100,000^^1 may be useifl...
Such high impedances lower the relative response at the high fre-feue
quencies;but this loss can be compensated for
,
in a latter stago
where noise is not a troublesome factor®
Brightness Relations for Perfect Reproduction:
From the discussion sd far it is clear that the amplitude
he picture signal is proportional jso the illumination of the
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picture. In the case of perfect reproduction, the brightness of
the image is proportional to the brightness of the object if t-
he brightness on the receiver is proportional to the signal




k“= constant of propcbrtlonallty
(11) is a linear relationship betiveen B^&Bq
^ j,g the necessary
condition for perfect reproduction.
Besides this linear relaj:ionship there is a relation due
to Weber & Pechner based on the principle:
"The sensation of the light in the mind of a person varieij
logarithmically with changes in brightness " ^ or
Bj^akBo (12)
log Bi«rlogBot"log k (12^')
(a reproduction is perfect as far as sensation point of view i^
concerned, if there is a lindar iw correspondence between Bq&Bj[|)
The nonlinear characteristics shovm are inherent in the
equipments like camera and reproduction tubes .If theseiiare in-
serted carefully they can be used to compensatedthe defects in
the other elements of the system, (e.g, if r-l,for a transmitt^jr
the low r-character istics can be compensated for by the proper
choise of r in the amplifier circuits.) This compensation if cfijl-
rried out at the transmitter , where its effect is applied to al]
receivers, is more economical.
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There are five main types of coupling for amplifiers nejned
after the type of coupling ( the type of elements used, for coupl
There are many other combinations of the same elements but tho-
se that are drawn here are the fundamental ones:
Lng, )
i) Inductance coupled




First two types are unsuitable for video amplification be-
cause of:
a) The wide range ( 30c .p ,s «-4moC .p oS o )does not allow the
use of knoY/n types of coupling chokes <,
b) In the case of air core chokes, large number of turns •
are required in order to obtain sufficient impedance at L.PaSo
the ditributed capacity is high atH.F.Por iron core there is nc ''i-.
response at H.P.
c) Though there are some alloys (magnetic core)givlng
satisfactory results, they ere iindeslrable because of the shifts
and variations of impedance over the video range in use.
In the third case of coupling the plate of the first tube
is at the D »G
,
potential of the grid of the second tube,Thi-s
co:upl±n^ th9or,etic^^lly,<:^j.,be seen to be the best suited one
for the video amplificationoThe plate potential of the first
tube can be adjusted to give the most satisfactory results--
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jcritical that it is not usable in practice,
I
The Cathode coupled amplifier has a gain of unity
j
(and is constant) so it is not suitable for an amplifier but
it is suitable for impedance matching. This coupling has a
place in television set to couple a low impedance load (like a
cable) to a voltage amplifier,
V The last but the most suitable is the Resistance-
coupled, It is used in the video amplification and is f-ound
to give the most satisfactory results by adjusting it properly
for various corrections as will be seen as the discussion pro-
ceeds •
that for perfect reproduction the video amplifiers must be
so designed as to have constant gain and zero or uniform time
delay over the entire video range, (The R.M.A, standards are
and frame -frequency of 30 c.p,s.) So the amplifier must be
capable of passing all the frequencies from 60 c.p.s. to
4 m, c.p.s. with constant gain and $>hase * .
r Total time delay (AT) at any frequency - Total phase delay
' Angular frequency
Fundamental frequency in video signal = 15,760 c.p.s , (526
lines and 30 frames). Overall AT allowed = 1,000 ;usec. at L.F.end
The video frequency range being very large it is very dif-*-
ficult to obtain constant gain and constant time delay over the
wide band used. So a compromise is made with both the gain and
From the discussion of the video signal it is clear
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phase satisfactorily near the ideal. Besides, the factors that
control the response of the amplifiers at one end of the range
^
have practically no effect on the other end. So it will be con-
venient to discuss the problem of video amplification in two
steps: i) H.F. compensation
ii) L.F. compensation
H.F. compensation is considered in this chapter.
H.F. considerations:
From the simple circuit with a pentode it is clear that
C ' (l)
where = the impedance of the parallel
equivalent circuit.
^
= transconductance of the tube
' If Zj^ is decreased by the reactance of the shunt capacity
ances like wiring, socket, and tube etc., the gain is reduced.
This happens at H.F. as the reactances diminish at H.F.; the
relation between the reactance and H.F. being:
C
C is generally small





So in order that the amplifier should be good for video
amplification these defects should be remedied and the means
are desired to reduce these effects of load circuit capacitance
There are two popularly used means to compensate these defects:
i) Use of a small resistor (load) whose resistance
o f the shun t capacitance at the highest frequency of the video..
Refect r^c*e •• No . 3^4
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band. So the phase and gain characteristios are made quite freaj
of \ .
ii) A eireuit with an inductance to counteract the coupling
condenser. The gain is constant and the plate load resistor
(R^ ) in unchanged.
These means used to increase the video frequency band with
constant gain and uniform phase delay are called the correction
circuits and are classified as:
i) Uncompensated circuit
ii) Compensated circuit - shunt peaking
iii) Compensated circuit r series peaking
iv) Shunt-series peaking
From the (1) expression for gain it is clear that G is not constan
for uncompensated circuit over the wide band unless
< < X,
Where fj^ax = max. video frequency
So this circuit is unsuitable for video amplification and is not
discussed in detail.
The inductance (L), used to compensate the effect of the
shunt capacity forms a resonant circuit with the shunt capacity
at a frequency greater than rising resonance charac-
teristic being used to counteract the falling off, of the load
impedance (2^). at the upper frequency limit (fmax^*
resistive load should be so chosen that the gain in the mid-
frequency range where the effect50f reactive elements are not
prominent will be the same as that at H.F, As seen above, the
total shunt capacity ((^) is the factor that disturbs the work,-*
^4
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ing of the amplifier so the compensation generally consists in
counteracting the effects of Cip
.
*^gk ^gp^^ stray (3)
Cpk - output tube capacity
Cgj^ = input capacitance of the following tuba
C-,^ = grid-plate capacitance of the following
tube
G - gain of the following stage
Cgtray “ Total shunt capacity duB to wiring,
^ tube, sockets etc.
Shunt-peaking
:
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From these expressions it is clear that the values of Lp
and Rj^
,
which should be used for the design work of a shunt-
peaking circuit are functions of shunt-capacitance Gp . Besides
these factors, the other factors that determine the values of
and are : i) the max. video frequency (fj^^x^
ii) the design constants }s^ and
k,
‘R -
In terms of kp and the gain and the phase are given
as
:
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jralues of and
^
which is equivalent to making the resonant
frequency (f ) of C and L
I
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These equations give the required values of Qp and for
a required fjjj^x*
Illustration:
Consider 1851 pentode tubes with total load circuit
capacitance C= 25 unf. with f - 3 m.c.p.s.
/ / mfliX
So for the values of .\HD generally adopted (a|
Hi z 2, 120 O
1 1 o ^
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the value of or
perfonaance of this compensation tke Cg should be at least tuiod
^2. ^ iCt
m (a condition generally fulfilled in
practical sets.)
If m<2. Cg IS USED to adjust m to equal 2; or some small
capacitances may be put across the input and output terminal
of the filter (ie., of L )
.
By the latter method tke gain is
lowered because G is inversely proportional to the load circuit
total capacitance. So the former method is employed.
Necessary value of Lg
:
Let f^ be the resonant frequency of G|_ and Lg
I. - -J de f -
<8.
2- ^ ^
/•y = ^m a. yt,.
2
e ri e -ra I ly
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CKrt : = '' A^-ry,o.;,. CC<-vCa-j)
^ A- ®
U 2, = Cv}
4
(Sometimes, the high plate circuit capacitance required to be
worked out into a low -grid capacitance. So use m= 1/2 instead
of m-2 with the same values of and ; the only difference
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between tke connections in two cases is that connected
across tke smaller terminating capacitance.)
For any "m” and =o yo7-fr.
= ^/sfi m
CO We rc. ; 2.A, f,rr>a^ .
^ ^ - /a Uio d
i
From this discussion it is clear that:
Queries " greater than Gshunt same
^max ^ip (
= % )
and At series ^ shunt
Particular case: AT - o Q 3 I
^0 077
o
+ >T>c\)i. 3 ry^ C- f=>-s.
Po. P’.Se>1-ea
-00tl2>/Cj r 0 . 004^ ‘'Cnf ^rna^^.z 3m.C.pS.
So the series circuit is more advantageous than the shunt-
peaking, if and only if, m can be adjusted 2 without apprecir
able decrease in gain, below that of the shunt-peaking. If
m 2 there are peaks at the H.F. end of the gain characteristic^
and this is undesirable effect; except when the H.F. gain in
other stages is deficient.
Series-shunt circuit:
It is clear from the separate discussions
of tw(/circuits that under the same working conditions the series
a od . ess «/»' l;I rn e - de I az
.
'VOrl a o
circuit has a greater gain^while the shunt peaking has ±/»eoea*f«-
4© if these two are combined together,
an overall advantageous compensation circuit is obtained. It is
called the series-shunt circuit.
In this circuit the Rj^ for a constant gain up to f^ax
a given Gp is approximately ....
case of shunt-peaking circuit.
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Gain per stage - 80% greater gain per stage^for
tke shunt-peaking circuit.
and the time delay variations are approximately the same
as the series-peaking circuit. The circuit design equations are:
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From these discussions it is clear that the last one
has the greatest gain (constant upto the f ) available withmax
the smallest variations of time delay from the value permissible.
^
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Chapters, .
.
Video Ampliflers^L^F. Considerat Ions
LT lev; frequ.encies (below 10 K.C.)the shunt oppacit^nic^
has the negligible effect ( X^^^l/v.'C ) , so a standard video signal
amplifier should work smoothly between lOOto 200k, c, with or witl*.
out compensation .But actually they do not as the blocking conderser
ser in the grid circuit with Hgp does not pass the L.F. signal
undistorted
,
In this production of a picture the L.P.of the video sif^
nal supplies the background levels of the picture, So if the repr-
oduction is to be perfect the background detail should be clear;
that is all the lo^i frequencies should be passed without distortion,
Otherwise the background intensity varies from top to bottora.
.
AS far as the circuit pi^yformance is concerned at the
low frequency end the proper phase characteristic maintalnence
is more important, 8o the time') delay should be either zero or
constant
,
Generally even if the phase 8c gain characteristic are
known it is very difficult to predict the performance of the tub'
;
at L.F. So the problem is handled on a square wave basis, either
experimentally or analytically as below:
Procedure; Let a sq.wave of the base frequency-
_ be
”
•• DU C #p • S •
passed through a circuit shown. Then
hh E^rE(I-e“^/®^) U)
whereat:; time iniserval between the applicatlc
of E to c and R.
n
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If the time constants of the circuit are large (ie.,
^here the current through R is essentially constant, for a shor|






so X loo xio O
P cR.
in n + n
^ drop in amplitude of the square wave
(It is obvious from the equation that the amplitude of
the pulse approaches the average value.) If the:: '1
the Ion; ^ulse -r ^lo;e than a short .Jiie.)
From the equation ( 3 ) it is clear that if a ^ drop is know:i,
the required values of 0 and R can be evaluated by letting "t"
equal the time duration of the pulse. Though any values of C
and R give the known time constant values ^the extreme values
should be avoided. For example, if R is large the d.c. bias
will be influenced considerably; if grid-current is present,
on the other hand, low R with large C increases the total load
capacitance at H.F. thereby affecting the H.F. response.
Illustration:
Data: £>0131 C Q
Scj. Wav/t, 6 0 C-p-S.
C-Q.pa.ci^ (^C) z O-iiS




"t - /^2. 6 •
|| ,
t. ^ -L -xJ x-i- - 6-7% - ^ Of cJirop
Ij
-
. "gp " C R 13.0 0 . 2.5 d.$0
||
On the contrary, on the relative voltage response basis
jat 60 c.p.s. the response at 60 c.p.s. is found tobe better than
^[99.9^ the response with infinite time constant. So it indicates
ithe necessity of checking the L.F. response on square wave basis.
Factors affecting L.F. response:
I
The following factors are the most important ones.
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f) that affect the response of an amplifier (video) at L.P, :
i) i'he coupling condenser (C^)
ii) The bias impedance
iii) The screen grid circuit impedance.
The coupling condenser
Generally in practice pentodes are used for video am-
plifiers and the grid-leak resistance is so much larger
than the coupling resistance ( Bj^) » Ri.
CX n
Prom the circuit diagram it is seen that
Q - _ 9m ^
>1
-I Xc- ^ - -A.
Rgl 2j\S’C^
Prom (5) and (5^) it is clear that C^, the coupling
condenser, affects the phase shift (lead) more than the ampli-
fication (falling). The tolerable phase shift at 60 c.p.s.






R^i Co > O- 076
id . z ^"0
~
'
18 o 27v y.6 0>RglCc
^he condition (6) is obtained by the use of large conden-
ser capacity and grid leak resistor j' a parallel combination
is used in series with instead.
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Exp. (7) shows that the output increases by a factor
t?L •+ -Z I
—
5— but it lags by an arao\int corresponding to the aigle,




In pr.oKce ^ P"”1P
The curves plotted show that as R increased the gain
becomes more uniform so also the phase shift is varied uniforin|l-
ly. (Curves 1,2, and 5 indicate this situation.) If is
varied being held constant; the smaller the value of C^
the greater is the gain and more lagging is the phase. (I’he
curves 1 and 3, if compared, prove this fact.) Conversely,
larger C^ makes the phase leading and gain to drop. (Compari-
son 1 and 4 indicate this.)
l‘he bias impedance:
I'he output of an amplifier is affected by
the bias-impedance (RpCp). It is reduced and leads in phase.
So in order that the amplifier should work perfectly, this
biasTirapedance requires to be eliminated. I'hough Cp can be
eliminated by changing the bias-supply means, it is not gener-
ally undertaken as it is a little complicated. I‘his bias-im-
pedance effect can be easily compensated withthe help of the
JosS
compensating combination (R, C^ ) • 2 ^
Oat-puf a)- L- p • - ^
I-I-)
Lo)^e/rc Z) - i^mpecl
c • ci(
Rl =. Coupling
Cj Cl r cui h.
one o ^ j?,r
Rp C p c I r C.U t 4 '(xmejL. o
,
Rgl CRutZjs;
- eig - ^
R I C j c I r cu 'l ^ •.
CRt-fZp) -V ^2 ^.
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pol 1 o to I
R,C, - R F
and C, -
These are the conditions for perfect compensation.
The graphs drawn indicate the validity of these conditions as
requirements for compensation of RpGp.
The screen-grid impedance;
In most practical cases, the screen-
grid voltage is supplied through a resistor Re,^* l^y-passed
by a condenser C So an impedance is introduced which
sg,
affects the amplifier working in the same fashion as the coupl
condenser. (C ), discussed above. As, in the case of Cc c
the max. phase shift allowed is 2°at 60 c.p.s. and the neces-
sary condition for perfect compensation is; Rag >0-076- - • ®
Rules to be observed in L.P. compensation;
1) -^he effects discussed above should be compen-
sated individually and thoroughly/- for a single stage rather
than for the whole system.
2) -^he coupling condenser effect and the s creen
grid impedance^ should be compensated in different stages.
So, in practic, these two effects are minimized by the introducj-
tion of proper bias-impedance. Afterwards, every group of five
stages has one stage with no bias impedance. In this stage the
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eliminated by means of Gj combination of required value. '
(Ihis procedure of combination is effective until the total
phase shift requiring correction is less than 2
. )
*
The L.P. compensation circuit with its parallel equivalenj^
circuit is shown in diagram Sfiiand and the values of the l!
circuit elements required for best results, practically pos-
|
sible, are listed therein.
j
The value of Rj = 10,000vA. indicated, gives a perfect L.Fi
response up to as low as 20 c.p.s*
Advantages of L.F. compensation circuit:
J|
i) motor-boating or L.P. oscillations are eliminated
ii) the B -supply noise eliminated by its filtering actio^
Values recommended for an 1851 - video stage:
(Seeley - Kimball)
Rj^ = 2,000-^ (depending upon the video band wi(.th)
= 15yif, 150>/\-
,
R^ = 2,500-Pii, C^’= 25 p.f (electrolytic)
After all these L.P. compensations are applied it is neces-
sary to check the apparatus for its accuracy. So a square
wave is applied to check for distortion.
The tilt of the horizontal part of the output is due to
the phase change of. the fundamental frequency, as in "b" while
the variable gain characteristic produces the curvature of the
output (in "0"). So if the output of the square wave applied
to the apparatus has any of these tilts or curvatures, the
circuit needs rechecking.
Rtv (R. C. .
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Chapter IX Overall Considerations of Video
~ Amplifiers
It is seen from the Transient -^^esponse Analysis in
chapter V that the performance of an amplifier (video) increas
the number of stages is increased. The maximum number of
tubes (or stages) that may be used is determined by the maxi
-
es
vmum frequency (f^„^^ that is to be amplified. So in such case
luOrA )
the individual stage gain is not so important as the overall
s
gain of the amplifier. But experience demonstrates that the
fewer sta.ges the better and preferably direct coupled. Once i
a phase shift error has crept in it is almost impossible to
balance it out because f(c) is linear and f( 1/c) is curved
and they can be matched only at one frequency.
*^ver-all response of the amplifier: In practice
a television amplifier consists of a number of cascaded stages,
and the overall gain (G) of such an amplifier is given as;
Q - G.xGiX ^G«9
.( 1 ) where G = overall gain
individual stage gains; n= no. of stages used;
and at (overall) = n -+-4Tx+-H-AT;j[2)
where AT 4 , aTx;.... ATr, are individual stage
time delays
(The gain increment, with number of stages is clearly shown I
by the "transient response" curves for multi-stage amplifiers.)
Prom the expressions (1) and (2) it is clear that if two
stages with flat response but opoosite time delays are used,
f, \
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the overall working of the amplifier is much improved and is
better than two identical stages* '1‘his is generally utilised
in the practical design of a video amplifier. As the video
range is from 60 c.p.s. to 4 ra.c.p.s,; it is very difficult
to keep the gain and phase characteristics constant or uni-
form over the complete range. So to counteract this in prac-
tice, the first few stages are designed to have a high gain
and are maintained so until the signal level is well above
the level of the noise generated by tubes and c oupling cir-
cuits. The remaining stages are designed to give high f
ignoring the efficiency and these stages require less res-
ponse compensation.
^Combination of H.F. and h.F. compensation circuits ;
Though the separate compensation circuits can be combined to
give satisfactory performance in any way, care should be taken
in their combination. It should be observed while combining,
that the H.P. compensation circuit does not affect the L.P.
responses, otherwise, the circuit as a whole is of no practi-
cal use. So the combination shown in the diagram is utilised
It clearly indicates that at L.P. the H.P. circuit is
just a resistive load, v/hile at H.P.
,
the L.P. compensation
circuits do not operate at all. So the two circuits are
completely independent of each other. (L.P. circuits are
inoperative at H.P. as the^'' are shunted by capacitances.)
Sometimes small mica-capacitances (o-oot ^oo used across
the capacities used in the circuit. These help in ensuring
a low impedance to higher video frequencies in case the capa-
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possess a certain amount of inductance so it is required to
shunt the equalizing condenser in the plate circuit and also
) I the bias and screen by-pass condensers. So the mica condenseifs
' are used* (In our present case, the shunt-peaking is used,
as it is the most advantageous one and is popularly used.
It is known that the series-peaking circuit has a greater
,
and c©jigtant gain and lesser time delay variation than that
for shunt-peaking circuit; but the shunt-peaking circuit
gives amplification at frequencies higher than top frequency
^ma«^ while the other one does not.)
Vacuum tubes for Video Amplification; Prom the H.P.
and L.p, considerations it is clear that the choise of vacu-
!
urn tubes for video amplification is a function of the trans-
t,
; conductance (gjjj) of the tube and the capacity of the tube.
'
' ||
I The figure of merit of the tube is the ratio of transconduc-
i!
'I
' tance to the capacity (c) • Figure of merit = gjj/C
|j
(This criterion should be used with due care as the tube capa-j
I
city includes the wiring capacity* So the gain depends to a
lesser extent on the tube capacity.)
ii
!
In the following table some of the tubes^j-e listed with




















Triodes z' / 1
(C5 6.5
,
0.5 250 -8 2000 20 77
6J5 ! 6.3, 0*3 250 -8 2600 20 108
6F8(r(twi
^
6*3, 0*6 250 -8 2600 20 95
triodT)
1
955 6*3, 0*15 180 -5 2000 25 230 !
^
I
J r P'L8 ^’,i!i/0^,r0 n..t SOXifXO
^ bt el i^-r os Bom^&onLrii: to ;.*^L->i{!i« xttf^&rso b aee?^aoq
t
j* oeXfi fJifs tjj/OTXC' fctBlc 3^1X ifianabxioo gtixsilBi/pe exit &nudB
aiaan&f>.a6c Bcioi ei’-X o8 , aieanebnoo easq-^cf neaioa f)£iB aaid srfX
II
.
^toexs ax xriTiasq-.timda o4d ,agao d-neee'iq isjo nl) bxb
.£?ac:xf yliBCijqoq r;! ^. riB eno 3i/c*;aBXfiBV-bB Xsofy &4X a I: tx 3B
tbXbst^ b e£.i;i c*’.r,r;OT±o :;Vix?li8£q“3 v-i'Xv- r. ariX cf’BdX ' woasi sx XI
riDadX ncxXaiq,BV rs. .ah snixX laassl hria nx.s:g XnaXg^n'" Ins
X ' '.foxxo £tn -jiBaq'-Xnxrila aril X;xcf ; tj:i;oiX’^ axI^iaaq-Xoxuia *loI
i yanaX'.r^*!^ qoX risriX .xari;yix. sexonai/paTl: Xs.xioxXBoij.xIcxie 39vx-g
,
(.xoff Sf.oh eno lariX o eriX sliri?r
.u/i ariX : nox X.ttX'il.c I’qfflA oatxY xoX a-ff;j-.t ffiBiioaV
-x/OBV to aeiorio sriX Xarix Tasla a I XI afiolXMialjX'^-aoa .'i.J. rinjc
-•a.aaxX ^riX rroxXpnxl e el rroIXBOX'IxIqx.s oexi^' ox aabuX- mu
,scfxfX arix I0 yX-tosq.-iX aril uxib sdut eriX 'xo (gjlg) aajxBXoubnoo
-oulnooari xX “lo oxXbi ari:^ ai oduX ariJ lo XxTam ‘io axi/y^xt ariT
!! - vMiam 'ro ^*5u^r'i - (o) yai.a..qBO ariX oX aorraX
arfr^X erix bb ex-^o aul riXiv/ f>ep.i/ ad bluoria noxxaXxTo airil)
E -j1 ahx&qah ai-t .yXroBqfiO ^.nxxxw arij}' aabu'’crii yX.Xo
.yXioBqBo aduX ariX no XnaXxa xaaae£
riXiw baXall oriX Io emoa ofdBX xiiwoIIoX eriX nX
ilirem Io >i:9'iu7«xl xxarix



















































6l6 6.3, 0.9 375 -17.5 6000 155 231
6V6 6.3, 0.45 250 -12.5 4100 2/8 178
6y6g 6.3, 1.25 200 -15.5 7000 125 250
25L6 25, 0.3 110 -7.5 8200 82 515
807 6.3, 0.9 600 -50 6000 155 515
6aG7 6.3, 0.65 300 -10.5 7700 770 320
Pentodes
6aB7/1853
6.3, 0.45 300 -5.0 5000 3500 380
6AC7/1852
b.3, 0.45 300 -1.5 9000 6750 550
1851 6.3, 0.45 300 -1.5 9000 6750 560
1231 6.3 300 -2.5 5500 5850 400
1232 6.3 300 -2.0 4000 3000 550
954 6.3, 0.15 250 -5 1400 2000
-f 254
956 6.3, 0.15 250 -5 1800 1440 290
C R.f- nc'l pic ^ if Te.1^ V IJ I OTj 1 1 ov C o _ P.nK.)

6i
Generally, the triodes are not used for video ampli- i
fication beeause of their large total input eapaeitance required
for a large gain. The Input capacity C in the case of t riodes
is O
- jTi'd- ground* ^gn'd- X oP l-u be .
So 6C5 is generally excluded while considering video amplifi-
eation tubes.
The rest of the tubes listed are good for video amplifica-
tion. The tube R.C.A. 955 has a lirAited application as its
capacity is quite high for high gain as in the case of triodes.
The last three tubes listed in the table are the specially
developed television tubes and they have surpassed the ordin-
ary vacuum tubes (even R.C.A. 954 pentodes.j It is the best
among the ordinary vacuum tubes used for television purposes.)
The following table indicates the better performance of
a specially developed television tube by comparison with 6C6
and 954. Use is made of
a
c
a oc/ "P 1 5
G = .. o 1
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D - C Heinsertion
62
A video signal when sent through a R - C coupled
amplifier loses its DC component as the condenser prevents any
D. C from passing. I'his D C component is the average value of
the signal & represents for each scene the average background
illumination, ‘-^he AC varies above and below this average
value, depending upon whether they represent elements that
are darker or brighter than the background illumination. So
with D C fixed, the black or grey or ibhite or any other color
is always reproduced by the same illumination. So if D C is
removed, there is no information as to the absolute value of
the color.
Finally, when the D C is present, the sync, and blanking
signals have the same fixed level. But in the absence of the
D.C. these pulses assume various levels, each requiring a dif-
ferent bias on the grid of the cathode ray tube in order to
blank out the beam.
A cathode ray tube has a definite characteristic curve
and for a certain input voltage a definite amount of light
appears on the s creen. As all the blanking pulses are placed
on the same level, the tabe reacts to them in the same manner,
throughout the entire reception of the signal so each color
must produce the same illumination every time its correspon-
ding voltage is applied to the C.R. tube, I'his is only pos-
sible if all video-signals have the same reference level. So
>
the D C components have the importance.
•Recause of the reasons given above it..is...ngcessa3a:
JTt
bfilqi/oo D - R fi cf^^iroTiif d'uee neriw langis oeblv A ^‘'-8
vna wtiT9v.-i<T xssxiftJbnoo ^TienOfTiuoo OCI a^'X aaaoX x©i*^ tI<7Lfu« ^7*
:
lo esffsv ssBT:evfi erit e,t ?nB£ioqfr,oo 0 a e.rriX ,^ni:e“,Bcr ffun'i C .Cl
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xoloc xsxiXo zo eXxrfsfr :£0 t,bzo to i erfX ,baxil 0 Cl xlXxvr
8x 0 -G ?.r: 08 .noxXBaxaixfXIx &mea arid yd be^jsbozqer s’^awfa ax :
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e/ni/D olXsx'xsXoaxario edinileh 3 aarf ecfiiX yai sborfXao A
Xrf^xX XiiJjojisB etxfixi:9b a s^Bdlqv^ ducal aludrao b zo't brca
bsoslq 9Xf, S9fiXx*cr ^nx^'fislrf arid XXa sA ,rie&zo a add rro s'bBaqqa
,*rw.nnajn -rjas erf^ tri nedd o f eXo.e9*t edi d add .XevoX &3jbs ©rlX no 'i
xoloo rfoae oe Xx:ir,^rr2 orfX ^0 crolXqooe-i oxXXne add duorl:\uozdd I
t*
-nogaox-ioo edi ^rzava noidBcjimu fSi eir^oa odd oouboju dasmi t
,
-aoq vjno bI slrfl ,edud .G.O edd cd boXCqaa el '^.jixb L
o J
.
XftvoX oofTp-relPT acri AG edd ovarf aXan^ie-oebiv X Ce lx eirfie
.ooaaXToq.iTT srfX &VBd e^sd&doqmoo 0 G oriX
Yjiao^e^^ei! „;;i Xx ovorfA saoBaax. lo, esxraqea
©nuxesB aee'ixq saeilX *C,G
jbiTTi add no eaxcT i!
absolutely to have a D-C component present in the signal. The
chief object behind the D-C re-insertion is to bring all the
pulses to one com-'ion level. There are various methods of
re-inserting the D-C:









C r.uv fSi or) -S) rn p 1 ; ^I'ccj - K, / Vf r. } .
The simplest circuit is shown. Here the final video-
amplifier is operating at zero fixed bias with no signal
applied to the grid. As soon as the signal arrives, the grid
current flows, its amount being a function of the strength
of the signal voltage, "^he A-C voltage to be applied to the
grid of this last video-amplifier should be of - v@ phase
in order to obtain a proper f ve phase at the output. This
circuit brings back all the pulses to a fixed level, thereby
all the signals are lined up again and are then apolied to
the cathode ray tube.
(2) D.C. He-insertion with a Diode: ±t consists of ana-d-
ditional diode tube but the highly -1-ve voltage from the con-
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until it reaches the d c restorer, composed of a condenser
C^, a resistor R and the diode tube, has the A.C. form and
has a positive phase as no further reversals take place be-
fore the ^rid of the cathode ray tube is reached,'
T
I AVVvAVVVWV^
^ I e-lcv'Jsio o Sj ro ^ 3
(3) Commercially used circuit: It is a modified version
of the diode circuit used in R.C.A, television sets. As
seen the diode is placed merely across the portion of plate
outout of T. obtained from the resistor R. The condenser
C^ charged to the peak value of the pulses, discharges througi
1 mega. resistor. The effect of charge is to place
its stored voltage in series with the A C video signal, theref-
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Chapter X« , . » Find.ings and Conclusions
The maxiumm frequency that is prescribed for the
present day television s et is 4 m.c.p.s. The compensating
circuit for H.F. compensation is the shunt peaking circuit,
in spite of the fact that the series-shunt serves the purpose
better, theoretically at least.
Kimball and Seeley have experimentally shown that the
values of
kj_ - 0-30 30PYQ purpose better but the values
kfi = 1 - 0
^
are the popularly used ones in present
day design work.
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The most popular tubes are tabulated below. These
tubes have the largest figures of merit and largest output
(gain) of all the tubes that are used for video amplification.
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With this tube, Rg! = o-5 mega ohm, serves the
purpose satisi^actorily and chosen because of low
frequency considerations.
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Chfip ter XI . .
.
npLiprehensive Abstract of Thesi s
This paper has pointed out the functioning of video
amplifiers and their relation with other elements of a televission
system. It is seen that th© smooth working of a television
system, depends upon the proper working of th© video amplifiers
over the complete range (30 c.p.s.) to (4 m.c.p.s.). The main
conditions that a video amplifier should fulfill are
i) The frequency response should be constant over the entire
range
.
,ii) The time delay should be constant or zero over the usable
frequency range.
An uncompensated video stage generally does not satis-
fy these requirements so some compensation circuits are used.
They help in reducing the timedelay variations and in keeping
the gain constant over the entire frequency.
The discussion starts with an outline of the working
of television and th© process of scanning. The scanning is
performed by means of a beam of electrons, the scanning pattern
having any desired shape. This process of scanning is carried
at both ends of the system, the transmitter and receiver, and
for perfect reproduction these two patterns need be synchronous
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the reproduction, interlaced scanning pattern helps in minimiz-
ing the disturbance in the reproduction.
As the process of scanning is carried out an electric-
I al signal is generated. It is called the camera signal. This
signal sometimes requires to be fed with additional pulses,
the blanking and sync pulses, in order to supply the camera
signal with the necessary optical information of the picture.
Generally these signals are applied to the camera signal during
the retrace period of the scanning beam.
The camera signal together with blanking signal and sync, pulses
form a picture signal, the so-called video signal.
The camera signal mentioned above consists of two compo-
nents: 1) D.C. 2) A.C, and they have two distinct
performances toward the picture reproduction. The ratterr
gives the information regarding brightness variations of the
picture from average value, while the former:* furnishes the
background details. The control of brightness of the picture
is a function of the D.C, component of the camera signal, as
is seen from the discussion.
Generally the output signal of a television system
is checked for distortion by comparison with the standard




But sometimes the output is non-periodic and as these are
periodic waveforms, they cannot be used for comparison purpose,
/ In such cases Transient Response criterion is used. The method.
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used by Bedford &fredenhall ib the most advantageous of the th-
ree discusse-d*












DistorttLons that are purposely Introduced to im-
prove the quality of the picture
o
T^efirst type of d5.stortions are further classified ac-
cording to whether they are due to non-ideal amplitude character-
istic or due to both the characteristic(non-ldeal) ,The distortior
due to non-ideal ampltude characteristic is known as "the Symmet-
pical distortion" & the other type " the Non-Syrambtrical distortji
Both these distortions are accounted for by H. A. Wheeler on the b^
of the paired echoes
o
Of the tube noises, the Shot effect noise is the most
troublesome.lt is not as serious a matter in storage type tubes
as in the non- storage tubes .In such tubes ,it ds reduced by the
use of "Electron Multiplier tubes ".The electron multipliers incr-|
ease the number of electrons, thereby the electron flow-therefore-.
the current-is made smooth, So the current fluctuations are very
much minimisedoAs the number of electrons is increased the signal^
to noise ratio is correspondingly increased, thereby the noise is
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So if the frequency is increased
,
the Shot effeet noise increas<is
& it puts a restriction on the f that should be usedo
IIICa
It is clear from the video signal discussion that the lari;er
the frequency range used , the better is the reproduct ion, So for
a better reproduction f^^^should be quite high, (Shot effect nois^
should be considered in extending fmax.
^
The main object of the video amplifiers is to keep the gain 6.
& phase shift constant over the entire range.As the uncompensate 1
stage is unable tb satisfy these requirements some compensating
circuits are used,Of the three compensating circuits discussed
the series-shunt circuit serves the purpose bestoAt present, in
spite of, increased gain & smalltime-delay variations of the Series
Shunt circuit
,
shunt circuit is used as it makes possible ,work
beyond f^j^Q^^utilised,
The L.F. compensation is controlled by the R jQ^^. combine tiojja
These H.P.&L.F. compensation circuits function independently of
eachother
,
From the overall consideration^ it is found that large
number of stages are sometimes necessary because of reduced gainj
per stage due to the bandv/idth, ( The member of stages to be used
is a function of the amplifled, ) Besides if the two co-j
mpensating circuits are combined in the indicated , the response
is further improved,
(The modern television tubes
6AC7 ...Figure of merit 5G2,
6ABV Figure of merit 385,
6AG7 Figure of merit 385,
serve the purpose better than theolder type vacuum tubes,)
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In the discuEslon of video amplification account must be take
i
of the cicuits employed to connect two amplifiers separated from
eachother .The universally applied circuits for this purpose are
the Co-Axial cables.lt consists of acentral conductor running tho-
rough the centre of the cylindrical sheath, which acts «s the othfer
condector.
The quantities 1) Surge( Character istic ) impedance offere
by the line to the voltages applied to lt,ll )attenuation of the
signal, applied, by the losses in the conductorS(?c insulation, and
111) the time delay ( phase-fhe^iuency responce) due to reactive ef
ect,best describe the cables, These quanties,in turn, are function!^
of the Indue tlon(L) ,Capacltance(C ) ,Resistance(R ), the sum of the
inner and the outer conductor;& the Conductance ( C) jail per unit
length of the cable.
72
(The surge impedance(Zo) is i Z^-f R+jwL ohms,
”4 C
In case R 8z Care much smaller w.r.tojwL & jwC,then
Z rfTT oiims
,
ZqIs also obtained from Z^rl38 .51og-[ where d^ is the in
di
side diameter of the outer conductor, & dj[ is the diameter of the
inner conductor.'
The httenUhtibn Ais
& the time delay is
A- 4,346 lylL db per unit length,
=o.o51R /n C~
per unit length,
-time required ti transmit energy f:
"one end to the othBr of the line.
’om
Prom the expression for the time delay it is clear that it is q-
uite Independent of the frequency( within wide limits), So the co--
axial cables are best suited for the video signal transmission,)
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Iftth^i'il^ne is terminated in an impedance not equal to the
surge impendane, reflections may occur at the terminal of the cab[|Le;
<Sc these reflections become serious if the cable length is an app
reciable fraction of the v/avelength,Such reflections give rise t
"Ghost images" oin order , therefore, to redtiice these reflected ima
es the two impedances must be properly matched.
In 1927, television transmission was demonstrated between
'/Washington and New-York(225 miles )using 20k, c. band over an open
v;ire lineoln 1957, there v;as a similar demonstration between New-\'
York and Philadelohia using a 1 Me. band over an experimental
cc-axial cable which was looped to provide a total circuit leng
of IBO miles. Maay other tests and demonstrations have been
carried out .
In 1945 and 1946
,
techniques for handling television picl*
Ui s and switching, paralleling in many respects the me-thods usee
in the sound - programme transmission ffeld, were suff ici -ntly
advanced to be demonstrated on many occasions. Exper imentfil tele^-J
I
vision transmission over the coaxial by several broadcasters is
aow continuing on a regular schedule . In 1946 color television :
was sent over ‘the coaxial from New York to Washington and back,
Kecently, Boston to Kerw-York television system was started
it uses four frequencies in the 3700 to 4200 band, These frequonc
are utilised with incoming & outgoing carrier frequencies , differ jj-
ing by 40m,c,at each repeater to avoid crosstalk.
Between Boston & New-York there were seven sub-stations
used, each station having broad band horn antennas with metal foe
L9S
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cussing lenses are used. Each receiving antenna has two input
frequencies, one for regular channel and one for a standby
channel, signal separation being achieved by new types of fil-
ter sections inserted in the wave guides. Each repeater
station has four antennas, two facing the route towards New
York and two facing the route toward Boston. Each antenna
has a mouth 10 ft. sq., horn length 10 ft., and a gain of
10,000 or 40 db. So the relay operation is made possible under
all possible weather conditions, with a transmitter power of
less than 1 watt. (Beam width of the horn antennas is only
2 degrees).
In between Boston and New York there are seven hill-
top stations each having four repeaters, one for use and one
for standby in either direction. Each of these repeaters, is
a broad band amplifier capable of handling a bandwidth up to
5 m.c, with a gain constant within o.l db. over the entire
10 m.c. bandwidth, characteristic of the repeater. For the
present, the frequency modulation has a total swing of 4 m.c.
So it is possible to run the high level amplifier stages near
their overload points, at max. output.
The block diagram of the basic circuit nsed for trans-
mitting terminals is shown below.
65 m.c. picture signal output of the fm, osci!).-
lator limiter amplifier unit is fed into the balanced modulat©!^
along with a 3j,865 m.Co local oscillator sigmal to obtain the de-j'
sired 3,930 m.c .carrier signal. This is boosted 23 db.in level by
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bhe micre-wa^re amplifier containing four type i/yE 402-A tv/o gap ve
iiodulation amplifiertubes of the Samuel type, with the output of t!
Last tube between 0«5 and I.,! watts on a frequency of 3,930 m.c,
the 3,865 m,c. local oscillator frequency is generated by the
reflex Klystron of the Shepherd Pierce type.)
The 3,930m«c, signal from the receiving antennae comes do
'm a waveguide to a branching fliter, ( Y-Shaped)Thls filter acc-
epts the correct signal & rejects the signal 4, 200m, c • (4,130 in e
our present case,), which is coming down the v/aveguide for standj
by channel.
The correct 3,930 m.c, input signal reaches a balanced
modulator ,T-he oscillator signal is obtained fromother balanced
modulator by a 40 m.Cocrystal oscillator & by a 3,905 m.c. Klystron
oscillator and frequency stabilising circuit. So the result is 65
m.c, i~f input. tKIs undergoes two stages of amplification in a
i|nit at the end of the waveguide.
From here the signal goes to the main i-f amplifiEr via
a co-axial cable and thence to a balanced modulator that is fed
by the 3,905 m.c. micro-wave oscillator to obtain the desired 3,^70
m.c, output carrier frequency -just 40 m.c. higher than the Inpu"
carrier frequency.
The local micro-v/ave oscillator frequency is thus canc-|
ailed as an error source ;‘becau’se the 40 m.c. crystal oscillator
offer frequency accuracy far better thanis hebded;the cummulativ^
frquency error in the relay system is zero
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are as indicated in th-e diagram »For this experiment, the sound '
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iLS the time delay differences for different frequencies in
the band transmitted are curamulatlve for the seven relay stations,
equalization of -the delay was required. The final system has been:
equalized to within 50 millitmicrosecs .for all frequencies in tbb
5 m.c. bandwidth handled, (this is very much l.ess than the time f
i'
of one picture elements and is therefore not a serious cause of
pietirre distortion).
The present day prescribed highest frequency for televi-|
slon piirposes is 4 m.c.p.s.
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